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Started in the year 2012, by two students from NUJS, Kolkata, Knowledge Steez has walked past several milestones and never looked back, since then. The idea was to create a website where not even the law students but also a student from social sciences stream and remotely located law college, can look for academic and career opportunities.

To introduce, Knowledge Steez is a sincere effort to keep law students, researchers, scholars, academicians and teaching fraternity, updated with all the academic opportunities coming their way, so as to boost their career and promote much wider information dissemination.

What we initially started as a blog, has now grown muscles and become one of the India’s most popular website for law students and faculties across India. In a very short span of two years, we have shared more than 750 National and International conferences and seminars, 250 internship opportunities, 125 Essay Competitions and 50 Certificate Courses.

Today the website is being followed by more than 8000 students and faculties from different part of India and gets more than 1500 views every day. Though we always try to put in our best efforts, the real success belongs to all our visitors and their consistent support.
**Founder**

**Niteesh Kumar Upadhyay**

Niteesh is presently pursuing Ph.D from National University Juridical Sciences, Kolkata. He completed his LLM from the same university in the year 2012. Earlier, he completed his B.A.LL.B from IMS Law College, Noida.

Niteesh is also a post graduate diploma holder in International Trade Law from Indian Law Institute, New Delhi and PGDHRL from NLSIU, Bangalore. In addition, he also works as a Marketing Director for the Westminster Law Review (United Kingdom), Senior Advisor for Law Mantra Law Journal, JSCL, IASS, etc.
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Faculty BIL, India
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Symbiosis Law School, Noida
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CNLU, Patna
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Damodaram Sanjivayya National Law University
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**Co-Founder**

**Vivek Kumar Verma**

Vivek graduated from National University of Juridical Sciences (NUJS), Kolkata in 2013. He is currently working as a corporate lawyer in a law firm based out of Hyderabad. Earlier to this, he worked as an intellectual property lawyer in a law firm based out of Delhi and Noida and Executive Editor of Journal of Indian Law & Society. Photography and designing are his other obsessions. He is also founder of Indian Case Laws and Creative Genes. His leisure is mostly spent in photography and designing.
Knowledge Steez, in its small span of two years has so far covered more than 750 conferences and seminars throughout India. The range of the subject varies from core legal issues to social sciences and even management.

At Knowledge Steez, we ensure that you never miss even a single good opportunity to present your paper in a seminar or conference, or miss any intellectual debates creating the buzz in the legal academia by spreading the word around to the target audience. Similarly, as Media Partners of these conferences and seminars, we support and publicize the events organizing intellectual discourse on various subjects of social concerns.

As we are growing, we are striving for even wider coverage and penetration in terms of subject area and geographical location of the events.
Essay Competitions

Essay Competitions presents a good opportunity to win exciting prize money and get your articles published at the same time. Knowledge Steez, extensively covers all the prestigious and major essay writing competitions organized in India every year. Notable among them are, Herbert Smith Freehills India Essay Competition, Surana & Surana International Essay Writing Competition, Nani Palkhivala Foundation Taxation Law Essay Competition, H. M. Seervai Gold Medal Essay Competition on Constitutional Law, among others.

We have so far covered more than 125 essay writing competitions on diversified subjects touching upon various legal issues and sociological subjects, viz. constitutional law, taxation, corporate law, technology law, and various social issues.
Certificate Courses, though always supplemental to the university regular course curriculum, plays an important role in keeping your knowledge base wide. A strict academic curriculum, especially when it is not designed keeping in view the emerging areas of law, can seriously limit the range of your knowledge.

At Knowledge Steez, we pick and choose the best available certificate courses offered by the some of the most reputed institutions and universities like WIPO, Harvard University, MIT, University of across the globe. Most of these courses are unique in terms of the subject area they touch upon, viz. technology law, international commercial law, terrorism, CSR, global governance, air and space law, etc.

In two years, we have covered more than 50 such courses on Knowledge Steez. Follow us to keep yourself updated with all the upcoming courses on emerging areas of law and social sciences.
With the ever-increasing number of law schools and law aspirants in India, securing a good internship has become a challenge in India.

At Knowledge Steez, we do not fix your internships but we do let you know all the possible law firms, government and semi-government bodies, companies, financial institutions, NGOs and research organisations, where you can intern. In addition, we also list out all the possible organisations which offers you online internship so that you can intern while keeping up with your studies at law school.

In a very small span of two years, we have posted more than 250 internship opportunities in India and neighbouring countries. Other than this, we also have tie-up with faculties at top notch national law schools who offer positions for research assistant.
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The Knowledge Steez is one of the leading online information portals for law, social sciences and management students, faculties and research scholars across India. We publish upcoming career opportunities, including internships, publications in reputed law journals, paper presentations on national and international conferences, seminars, workshops, among others. We stand apart in terms of frequency and coverage of our posts.

How We Publicize an Event

- Publication of all the essential information about the event on our website which records more than 40,000 hits a month.

- Promotion of the event among more than 8000+ followers of our website and Facebook page/groups. The followers of our website include not only law students from all the premier national law schools in India, but also teachers, academicians, and research scholars from diverse streams like, social sciences, commerce, management, etc.

- Promotion of the events across India through our representatives (Lead Information Providers) in various colleges, including all the top notch national law schools and Government colleges.

- Sending personal email notifications to the possible interest groups about the event and sharing the information with specific Google groups in different colleges.

- Sharing the information with our Knowledge Partners and Media Partners namely, Indian Case Laws, Click Internship, Law Solutions, For the Sake of Argument and many more.

- Any further action or necessary steps which might be required to ensure that the event/initiative gets wide coverage and promotion.

- Catering to the specific need of the Sponsor as per the instructions provided.
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